
CRANE

A wheelbase of only 4.4m and at only 2.5m wide, this is 

a small and light crane. The carry deck on the left front 

has a 2t allowance for rigging and additional gear. Chain 

and hook lockers are accessed easily from the front 

and a large under cab waterproof locker provides dry 

storage for slings.

Finished to a high automotive standard, the TIDD Crane 

features a forward mounted integral ROPS two man cabin 

for unrivalled safety, operator position and comfort. TIDD 

Hydropneumatic front suspension provides outstanding 

ride on road and when locked out, a super stable platform 

(even in slew). The engineered rear four leaf parabolic 

spring suspension completes the ride.

Quality Finish

Capable Workhorse

SMART CRANE 
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Designed & Manufactured by

TRT (AUST) PTY. Ltd.

Tidd Ross Todd Ltd

www.trtaust.com.au

P.O Box 1006, Hampton, North Victoria 3188

Phone: +61 431 575 233  Email: tidd@trtaust.com.au 

P2090A15 

48 Maui Street, Pukete Industrial Estate

P.O Box 10076, Te Rapa, Hamilton 3241

Phone: +64 7 849 4839  Email: cranesales@trt.co.nz 

CRANE

Hi Tensile Steel Booms give superior 

strength and a lower COG that achieves 

superior lift charts. The easily deployable 

1.4t counterweight gives the TIDD the best 

chart in the 25t pick and carry class with 

the ability to road its own counterweight.

Slewing up to 42 degrees each side 

combined with a short 4.3m forward 

projection means the TIDD achieves an 

outstanding turning circle radius of only 

14.42m. Working well inside the MAC25 

radius (16.59m) the TIDD beats the MAC 

footprint by 2.17m and at only 2.5m wide, 

this crane is not restricted like wider 

machines.

TIDD Turning Circle

MAC25-4 - Turning Circle

Superior Technology

Extremely Manoeuvrable 

BETTER CRANE 

Lift your limit, Pick TIDD & Carry on Craning
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